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DEVELOP A CLEANING AND GRADING UNIT FOR 

BROAD BEANS CROP 

S. H. Dosoky* 

ABSTRACT 

The present study aims to modify and develop a small, simple, and cheep 

machine for cleaning and grading Egyptian crop seeds by using both 

mechanical and aerodynamic methods, suitable for the small village. The 

developed machine was constructed locally from available material 

which purchased from domestic market and fabricated to ensure low 

initial cost and availability of spare parts and ease cleaning and repair. 

The parameters involved in grading machine and analysis the behavior of 

particles and forces acting during grading process, to achieve the 

optimum conditions for cleaning, grading and conveying operations. To 

evaluate the performance of the modified cleaning and grading machine, 

a series of experiments were carried out to study some parameters, such 

as the effect of screen oscillation speed inclination, Broad beans (Giza 

461); grading operations. The main results obtained from the experiments 

were summarized in the following main points:- 

Te average mas of 1000 kernels 7579, Length 14.7 mm, width 11 mm, 

thickness 6 mm, specific density 1.28 g/cm3, projected area 2.15 cm2, 

terminal velocity 12.4 drag coefficient 0.396, Reynolds number 1170, and 

spherically 0.66 at M.C 14-18%. Separation efficiency was 98% at screen 

oscillation 2/5 rpm, Zero deg. feed rate 250 kg/h. Grain recovery was 

99%, grain loss was 0.70%, and grain clean lines was 98% at the same 

conditions. 

INTRODUCTION 

he seed physical properties, such as dimensional (size) and 

specific gravity are used in separation between the desirable and 

undesirable seeds, to give the most efficient operation. Mohsenin 

(1984) mentioned that the physical properties of materials such as shape, 

size and surface or projected area are important in many problems 

associated with design or development of specific machine. 
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Analysis of the behavior of the product in separation of grain is among 

the important design parameters in conveying of solid materials by air on 

the assumption of the shape of the materials accurate estimation of frontal 

area and the related. Diameters are essential for the determination of 

terminal velocity, drag coefficient, and Reynolds number. Awady and El 

Sayed (1994) stated that when air stream is used for separation of a 

product from its associated foreign materials, knowledge of terminal 

velocity of all the particles is involved for these reasons. Terminal 

velocity has been used as an important aerodynamic characteristic of 

material in such applications as pneumatic conveying and separation from 

foreign materials. Khairy and Nakib (1989) found that the differences 

between suspension or terminal velocity of hulled mixture components of 

sunflower seed were small and equal to 0.3, 0.8 and 1 m/s for hulls, 

broken kemels, unshelled kernels resp. this is due to the slight differences 

of properties of the mixture components. Dosoky (2011), studied some 

physical, mechanical and aerodynamic properties as seed dimensions 

(length, width and thickness) mass, density and projected area, terminal 

velocity, drag coefficient and Reynolds number for Soybeans seed 

separation. These factors must be considered to increase separation 

accuracy by selection of air velocity relative to grain. 

The objectives of this study are to evaluate some engineering operational 

factors, developing a seed cleaning and grading unit as the following: 

slopes, speeds and stroke length of the sieving unit, rates of feeding, 

conveying unit, speeds and clearances, air velocity suited with terminal 

velocity of grain, and seed physical aerodynamically properties.  

The above mentioned considerations and properties may affect machine 

capacity, grading and cleaning efficiency, grain, recovery, grain losses, 

power and energy consumption. The machine is tested with the broad 

bens seeds. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Through the present study some physical, aerodynamic and mechanical 

properties of broad beans, Giza 461 was investigated. The mentioned 

properties may be utilized as engineering parameters for design and 
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development of a cleaning and grading machine. The engineering and 

operational factors affecting the design of a seed cleaning and grading 

were studied on the prototype unit was conducted at Agri. Eng. Collect, 

Al- Azhar Univ. 

 Cleaning and grading machine construction: 

The machine unit prototype under study was developed. It was 

manufactured with locally available materials in a local workshop.  

 The components of the constructed cleaning and grading machine 

(Fig.1): 

The machine prototype consists of the following main parts machine 

frame, power source and power transmission system, Functional units. 

This consists of: 

a. Feeding system.       b. Sieving mechanism  

c. Conveying mechanism  

a. Machine frame: The main parts of the machine frame were made of a 

hollow rectangular and square steel iron section.  

b. Power Source: The power source utilized in this machine is an 

electrical motor of (3kW); 50 (HZ); 220V at rotating speed of 1460 rpm, 

single phase. 

Functional units:  

c. Feeding unit: The feeding unit consists of a hopper with a metering 

device for controlling the rate of feeding. 

 Sieving unit mechanism: The sieving unit mechanism consists of the 

following parts: 

The shoe is the vibrating or shaking section. It is mounted freely to the 

machine frame by four shock absorbers which provide the necessary 

flexibility required for the oscillation. Good seed are drooped through 

screen perforations but larger materials are carried over the screen into a 

separate spout. While the lower screen for grading in which good seed 
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ride over the screen openings, while smaller particles drop through and 

discharge from the lower spout. 

Instruments: 

1. Terminal velocity apparatus: 

The apparatus used in this study is shown in the Fig. (2). It consists of an 

electric blower which discharges air into a transparent tapered tube fixed 

at outlet side of blower through and below. A screen is fitted at a bottom 

of the tube of 8x4 cm cross section. A check valve is built as the bottom 

of the cyclone to control the air flow rate. 

2. Anemometer:  

TRI-SENSE, Hygrometer, Anemometer, thermometer, model no. 37000-

00 code-Parmer Instrument, Vernon Hills, USA made was used for 

measuring the air velocity. 

3. Electronic digital venire caliper: 

Used for measuring the dimensions of grain and their associated foreign matters.  

4. Electric digital balances: 

The electric balance was used in this study to measure the mass of 

samples. 

5. Stop watch: 

Used for measure the time in seconds during tests. 

 
Fig. (1) Flow diagram of air-screen cleaner. 
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Fig. (2) Terminal velocity apparatus. 

Methods: 

Physical and mechanical properties of seed: 

The properties of seed have to be considered for designing or developing 

a local seed cleaning and grading machine, or planter. Some properties 

were studied for broad beans (Giza 461). The studied properties of the 

seed were: seed size (dimensions) length, width, real and bulk density, 

projected area, terminal velocity, drag coefficient, Reynolds numbers. 

Sample of about 500 grains was taken randomly from seed lots in order to 

determine the mentioned properties at air dry storage moisture content of (14-

18%). 

Air terminal velocity: 

The determination of air terminal velocity and drage coefficient 

characteristics is needed to estimate the behavior of seed and other 

materials in air stream to establish blower design. The terminal is velocity 

required to suspend a particle in a vertical air stream in the test apparatus 

fig. (3) Shows the relation ship between terminal velocity and mass of 

seed it was a linear.  

Fig (4) also shows the terminal velocity also streat with the mass. 

Fig (5) shows an inverse relationship for mass and drag Co. Also  

Fig (6) and (7) shows the drag coeff. and Re.   
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Machine tests: 

Feeding rate adjustment: 

The first preliminary tests were carried out to select the suitable opening 

of the feed hopper gate. Three distances of the hopper gate openings, 

measured from the hopper side marked were 1.5, 2 and 3 cm. tests were 

repeated four tines at each opening (replicated) 10 kg of harvested crops 

was used in each test. Duration time spent in feeding this amount to 

screening units was recorded. Results showed that the feed rate increased 

by increasing the hopper gate opening.  

Air flow adjustment and evaluation: 

The second series of the preliminary investigation were carried out to find 

out suitable of air velocity at discharge opening the fan duct for every 

crop variety and their associated foreign materials. The work started with 

the lowest fan speed and was gradually increased to the extent of started 

of blowing good kernels out of the machine unit. The control of air 

velocity was also achieved by adjusting the opening of the air intake in 

the two sides of fan housing. 

Four different controls of air flow opening gates diameter were 5; 10; 15 

and 20 cm. Tests were replicated four times at each openings with every 

fan speed of 215; 285; 350 and 420 rpm. 

 
Fig. (3) Terminal velocity, Vs. Mass for broad beans (Giza 461). 
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Fig. (4) Mass Vs. projected area for broad beans (Giza 461). 

 

Fig. (5) Drag coefficient Vs. projected area for broad beans (Giza 461). 
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Fig. (6) Terminal velocity. Vs. projected area for broad  

beans (Giza 461). 

 

Fig. (7) Drag coefficient VS. Reynolds number for broad  

beans (Giza 461). 
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Cleaning, grading and conveying processes: 

Small hand testing screens were used to test samples for determining the 

best screen opening size arrangement before setting-up production size 

units. This can be done with small sample of the seed. The feed hopper 

receives the lots of seed to be cleaned and grading, and feeds it at a 

controlled rate to the cleaning components of the unit. Rate of feed is 

controlled by a sliding gate at the bottom of the hopper. 

The seed or grain is eyeleted through the hopper gate in a uniform layer 

across the full width of the top screen. Good shoe by gravitational force. 

The streams of cleaned and graded seed on the bottom screen are joined, 

routed and falls in the vertical air column of the bottom blast fan for a 

final accurate air separation by weight. The top screen removed large 

pieces of cob, stem, stones, leaves and over – sized kernels. 

The bottom screen removed under – sized kernels, broken kernels, small 

foreign material and weed seed. The vertical air removed small pieces of 

cob, stem, leaves, husk, thin, light-weight kernels, dust and chaff. A 

conveying unit system is designed to convey the screenings commodity 

from discharge tank to out side of the machine for bagging. 

 

Test procedures on the experimental aeromechanical cleaning and 

grading machine: 

Test variables: the following factors were tested to show their effect on 

the modified machine performance as follow: 

Feed rate: three different feed rates were under test 250,500 and 750 

kg/h. Small graduate cylinder when the seed sample was dropped and 

immersed in the solution. 

Seed bulk density: This property was calculated for the grains of the 

investigated crops varieties, by dividing the mass of a quantity of grains 

of each variety by its bulk volume which was measured by using graduate 

cylinder as follows: 

Db = W / V  g/cm
3
 

Where:  

 Db : is the bulk density of grains, g/cm
3
.  

 W  : mass of grains, g 

 V : bulk volume of the sample, cm
3
. 
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The considered values are the average of four recorded replicates. 

Air terminal velocity: 

The determination of air terminal velocity and drag coefficient 

characteristics was needed to estimated the behavior of seed and other 

materials in air stream with a degree of certainty and so a definite basis to 

establish blower design the terminal velocity of agricultural products is 

determined by measuring the air velocity required to suspend a particle in 

a vertical air stream, in the test apparatus. Terminal velocity of the 

investigated crops were measured where the net at the inlet side of the 

transparent tube. After operating the blower, increasing the blower speed 

by closing the gate slowly and gradually until the air stream suspend the 

particle in the vertical active part of the transparent tube. The measured 

air velocity in this case represents the terminal velocity of the particle. 

The velocity readings were taken by the anemometer at the tube center 

when the material under test was floating in the air stream. 

Seed drag coefficient: 

The drag coefficient (Cd) of the seed was calculated according to the 

following equation (hexing 1989). 

Fd = ½ (Cd, Ap. Pa. V
2
) = M g 

Where: 

Fd :
 
the drag force;  M: mass  , g: gravity  

Ap : frontal area of particle;   Pa: density of air;  

V : relative air velocity;   Cd: drag coefficient 

Reynolds number: 

The Reynolds number characterizing the nature of the flow (laminar, 

turbulent and transitional) must be known. 

Reynolds number (N Re) was calculated from the following equation. 

 N Re = 
µ

1 pa AVP
 

Where:  

NRe : Reynolds number, dimensionless. 

Pa : Air density, 1.28 kg/m
3
. 

Vt : Terminal velocity of the particle, m/s. 

Ap : Project area of the particle perpendicular to air stream, m
2
. 
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 µ : Dynamic viscosity of the air, 18:10
-6

 pa.s 

Laminar flow NRe < 2100, turbulent flow NRe > 4000, 

Transition flow 2000 > NRe < 4000 

The Reynolds number is 

NRe =  Vt    d    P. a   I µ 

Where: NRe : Reynolds number, dimensionless  

  Vt : Terminal velocity of the particle, m/s. 

  D : the typical length of the air duct, m 

  Pa : the density of the air, 1.28 kg/m
3
.  

µ : dynamic viscosity of the air. 18.10
-6

 Pa. s 

Machine unit measurements:  

The speeds of rotating shafts:  

This speed of rotating shafts was measured by means of hand contact 

Tachometer which gives he speed in rpm. The speed of rotation for 

conveyor drive shaft, screen crank drive shaft, brush drive shaft, fan drive 

shafts were recorded. 

Air flow rate: 

The air flow rate through the fan outlet ducts was measured at specified 

points by means of an Anemometer. The measurements were taken 

through the rectangular cross section area of the fan outlet duct at a point 

away 1.0 m from the fan outlet. This rectangular cross sectional area was 

divided into  

Experimental procedures for modified machine: 

The main experiments were conducted to evaluate the engineering and 

operational machine parameters affecting the cleaning, grading and 

conveying processes of the studied grains. All experiment were carried 

out at different combinations of sieving unit different feed rates in the 

cleaning, grading (separation) and conveying processes. 

Parameters of cleaning and grading evaluation: 

A predetermined mass of a mixture consisted of grain and chopped straw 

was fed to the machine though the hopper the feed rate was controlled by 

using a sliding gate located at the bottom of the hopper. The recovered 

grain in product and the chopped straw in reject were collected and 

mass/chopped straw associated with grains was separated manually and 

massed. The rejected material which consists mainly of chopped materials 
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and small amount of grains were separated and determined. The 

effectiveness of separation was calculated according to Kashayap’s and 

Panda equation (1965), as following: 

A. The effectiveness of separation 

ŋ= [ (mgp mer – mcp mgr) / (mgp + mgr) (mcp + mer)] 

where:  

mgp : mcp ,  mgr,  mer 

[ (mgp (mgp + mgr):
 
the proportion of the grain recovery 

[ (mer/ (mer + mep): the proportion of the chaff reject according to the 

above mentioned formula, the percent of grain recovery in product was 

calculated as follows. 

B. Grain Recovery  

Grain Recovery % = [(mgp + mgr)]: 

C. the degree of cleanliness: 

The degree of cleanliness of grain recovery in product was also calculated 

as follows: 

2. Machine grading capacity and efficiency 

The grading capacity and efficiency for the developed handling machine 

were determined according to Amin 1994 as:  

W = m1 x 
1

60
 

4.  Estimation of power and energy requirements: 

The consumed power (kW) was estimated by measuring the line current 

strength (1) in amperes and potential difference (V) in volts and using the 

following formula. 

Total consumed power = I.V. cos    /1000    kW;  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The average properties of: Broad Beans: (Giza 461) 

Some of the physical aerodynamic 

M Mass of 1000 – Kernels, (g) 757 

Av. Dim Average dimensions, mm 

L Length, mm, 14.76 

W Width, mm, 10.85 

T Thickness, mm 5.92 

Pr Specific density, true g/cm
3
 1.285 
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Pb Bulk density, g/cm
3
  0.672 

Ap Projected area, cm
2
, 2.15 

Vt erminal velocity, m/s Av. 12.41 

Cd Drag coefficient, dimensionless  0.396 

Re Reynolds number, dimensionless  1170.92 

  External friction angle, degree  25.5 

  Angle of repose, degree, 28 

Ghard Grain hardness, N.  3.55 

S Percent of sphericity  Av. 0.66 

0.52-0.91 

M.C (d,b% 14-18%). 

 
 Screen inclination angle (deg.) 

Fig. (8) Effect of different screen oscillation: screen inclination and screen 

amplitude on separation efficiency at feed rate 500 kg/h for broad beans 

(Giza 461). 

 
 Screen inclination angle (deg.) 

Fig. (9) Effect of different screen oscillation: screen inclination and screen 

amplitude on grain recovery at feed rate 500 kg/h for broad beans (Giza 461). 
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Screen inclination angle (deg.) 

Fig. (10) Effect of different screen oscillation: screen inclination and 

screen amplitude on grain losses at feed rate 500 kg/h for broad 

beans (Giza 461). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Screen inclination angle (deg.) 

Fig. (11) Effect of different screen oscillation: screen inclination and 

screen amplitude on grain cleanliness at feed rate 750 kg/h for broad 

beans (Giza 461). 
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Fig. (12) Effect of feeding rate and sieving unit speed on the power and 

energy requirement for the seed lots during cleaning and grading process.  

Considerations due to the results on studied physical and aerodynamic 

properties of seeds. 

In this study, separation by any single characteristic will be impossible 

without great losses. Thus two characteristics were used to separate the 

investigated seed (width and terminal velocity) of every grains and their 

foreign materials were not and partially overlapping.  

The constructed cleaning and grading is made on the basis of differences 

in seed dimensions (using mechanical screen) and seed weight) 

According to the results of study of the physical and engineering 

properties show that, the selected optimum terminal velocity (10.9 m/s) 

and round hole diameter of the upper and lower screens due to crops 

seeds (13 and 9 mm). 

1. Separation efficiency %: Fig (8) 

The highest percentage values was  98.45%,  at screen oscillation 215 

rpm, inclination zero deg, amplitude 10mm and Feed rate 250 kg/h. and 

500 kg/h. 

2. Grain recovery %: Fig (9) 

The highest percentage value was 99.30%at screen oscillation 215 rpm, 

inclination zero amplitude 10 mm and feed rate 250 kg/h. 
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3. Grain Losses %: Fig (10) 

The lowest percentage value was 0.70%at screen oscillation 215 rpm, 

inclination zero deg, amplitude 10mm and feed rate 250 kg/h. 

4. Grain Cleanliness %: Fig (11) 

The highest percentage values was 99.66%at screen oscillation 215 rpm, 

inclination zero, amplitude 10mm and feed rate 250 kg/h 

5. Power requirement: For modified machine unit: Fig (12) 

The results indicated that the power required to operate the modified 

machine, increased as feeding rate and sieving unit speed increased. The 

maximum value of power requirement for cleaning and grading 

processing was found to be 2.229 kW at sieving unit speed of 420 rpm 

and feeding rate of 750 kg/h. 

From experiments the impurities, empty, shrink, weed, seeds small cobs 

stem, dust and stones were almost completely removed with an air flow 

velocity of 10.85; m/sec. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Separation is based on differences in the physical properties between the 

desirable seed and undesirable adulterants. It must be studied to determine 

the most effective method and equipment to give the most efficient 

separation. Specific gravity (weight) properties are common among seeds 

and between the particles of adulterants and seed, and therefore are the 

most common used in the separation process. Consequently, the cleaning 

and grading equipment which utilized dimensional (size) and specific 

gravity (weight) differences is primary in seed and grain cleaning and 

grading process. 

The present study aims to modify and develop a small, simple, and cheep 

machine for cleaning and grading Egyptian crop seeds, by using both 

mechanical and aerodynamic methods, suitable for the small village. The 

developed machine was constructed locally from available material which 

purchased from domestic market and fabricated to ensure low initial cost 

and availability of spare parts and ease cleaning and repair. The 

parameters involved in grading machine and analysis the behavior of 
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particles and forces acting during grading process, to achieve the 

optimum conditions for cleaning, grading and conveying operations. To 

evaluate the performance of the modified cleaning and grading machine, a 

series of experiments were carried out to study some parameters, such as 

the effect of screen oscillation speed inclination, Broad beans (Giza 461); 

grading operations. The main results obtained from the experiments were 

summarized in the following main points: 

Te average mas of 1000 kernels 7579, Length 14.7 mm, width 11 mm, 

thickness 6 mm, specific density 1.28 g/cm3, projected area 2.15 cm2, 

terminal velocity 12.4 drag coefficient 0.396, Reynolds number 1170, and 

spherically 0.66 at M.C 14-18%. Separation efficiency was 98% at screen 

oscillation 2/5 rpm, Zero deg. feed rate 250 kg/h. Grain recovery was 

99%, grain loss was 0.70%, grain clean lines was 98% at the same 

conditions.  
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 الملخص العربي

 تطوير ماكينة لتنظيف ولتذريج الفول البلذي

 د/ سمير حافظ دسوقي
1

 

اىفىه اىثيذٌ ٍِ اىَحصُو اىثقىىُح الاطرزاذُجُح فٍ اىغذاء اىشعثٍ وذقذر اىَظاحح َعرثز ٍحصىه 

% واىفُراٍُْاخ إلا أّه َعرثز 82أىف فذاُ وتاىزغٌ ٍِ أّه غٍْ تاىثزوذُِ  011اىَْشرعح 

 ٍصذر جُذ ىشَادج اىَحرىي الأسوذٍ ىيرزتح.

 ٌ عيً اىَحصىه.وذعرثز عَيُح ذْظُف وذذرَج اىحثىب ٍِ أهٌ اىعَيُاخ اىرٍ ذجز

 وٍِ هْا تزسخ اىحاجح ىرطىَز آىح ىرْظُف وذذرَج اىحثىب. 

وذظرْذ فنزج اىرطىَز عيً دراطح اىخىاص اىطثُعُح ٍثو أتعاد اىحثىب ٍِ طىه وعزض وطَل 

واىَظاحح اىَظقطح ومريح اىحثىب واىخىاص الأَزودَْاٍُنُح ٍِ اىظزعح اىحذَح وحظاب رقٌ 

 ها ٍقاص فرحاخ اىغزاتُو وٍعذه ذذفق اىهىا ٍِ اىَزوحح.رَْىىذ، حُس َخرار عيً أطاط

وتْاءًا عيُه ذٌ دراطح ٍعذلاخ اىرغذَح وٍُو اىغزاتُو وأخرُار اىظزعح وذقذر اىطاقح اىَظرهينح 

 .160عيً فصو تذور اىفىه اىثيذٌ صْف جُشج 

ٌٍ 00ض ٌٍ، اىعز01.1وقذ وجذ ٍِ ٍرىطط ّرائج اىخىاص اىطثُعُح ىحثح اىفىه اىثيذٌ اىطىه 

وٍعذه اىجزف  3جٌ/ط1.16ٌواىنثافح ااىظاهزَح  3جٌ/ ط0.61ٌٌٍ واىنثافح اىحقُقُح 6واىظَل 

ورقٌ  1.18ً/ز وٍعذه اىجزف 3.31واىظزعح اىحذَح  1.31ٌٍ8واىَظاحح اىَظقطح  1.18

 1.61ومزوَح اىحثىب °. 81.1/ ساوَح الاحرناك 0011رَْىىذ 

ٌٍ وٍُو 01ىفح /د وطىه اىَشىار  801عح %( عْذ طز31حُس ذحققد أعيً مفاءج فصو )

 % عْذ ّفض اىظزوف. 1.1صفز درجح ىيغزتاه. وأقو ّظثح ىيحثىب اىَفقىدج 

 ً/ز.00وماّد اىظزعح اىَثيً ىطزد اىهىاء ىيشىائة 

مُيىاخ وأمثز  8.11ٌٍ عيً اىرزذُة ماّد أمثز قَُح ىيقذرج 3، 03وقذ اطرخذً غزتاىُِ ىيفصو 

 ىفح/د. 181. طاعح/ طِ عْذ ك واخ 0.0ٍعذه ىيطاقح 
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